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If X is a Banach space and T is a Fredholm operator on X, then the 
Fredholm index of T. denoted ind T, is defined by 
ind T = dim ker T - codim ran T. 
Here dim denotes linear dimension, ker denotes kernel, ran denotes range, 
and codim denotes linear codimension. The codimension of a linear sub- 
space M of a vector space V is dim(V/M). The assumption that T is a 
Fredholm operator is equivalent to the assumption that ran T is closed and 
that both dim ker T and codim ran T are finite. 
The well-kczvn product fommla [l] says that if S and T are both 
Fredholm operators, then 
ind ST = ind S + ind T. 
In [2] D. Sarason gave an ++raic proof of the product formula. This 
note gives a linear-algebraic reformulation that holds for arbitrary linear 
transformations on arbitrary vector spaces. Note that, in the case in which all 
six numbers in the following theorem are finite, the conclusion yields the 
product formula. On the other hand, the theurem proves the product formula 
in many other cases in which the cardinal arithmetic involved makes sense. 
Note also that, although a complete proof is included, most readers will have 
no difficulty in discovering it for themselves, and are thus urged to ignore it. 
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THEOREM. Zf X, Y, 2 are u~ctor spaces over afield F, T E L( X, Y 1, and 
s E L(f, 21, then 
dim ker ST + codim ran S + codim ran T 
= codimran ST + dimkerS + dimkerT. 
Proof. Since ker T c ker ST, we can find vector subspaces A, B of 
X such that ker ST = A Q ker T and X = B d ker ST. Hence, ran T = 
T(A) B T(B) and ran T rl ker S = T(A). Choose subspaces C and D of Y 
so that kerS = C 0 T(A) and Y = kerS @ T(B) @D. Hence ranS = 
S(T(B)) 8 S(D). Finally, choose a subspace E of Z such that ran S Q E = Z. 
It is clear that dim A = dim T(A), dim B = dim T(B) = dim S(T(B)), and 
dim D = dim S(D). The required equality is now an easy direct computation 
following fmm dim ker ST = dimA+dimkerT, codimranS=dimE. 
codim ran(T) = dim C + dim D, codim ran ST = dim SD + dim E, and 
dimkerS = dimC + dimT(A). n 
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